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Let 
F(z) = P(z) e-* + Q(z) (z=xfiy) 
where P and Q are polynomials with real coefficients 
P(z) = 2 a#, Q(z) = 2 b,x” (4% # 0). 
i=O k=O 
(1) 
(2) 
The zeros of F are denumerable in number and their asymptotic behavior is 
well-known (see [l-3]). This paper gives the distribution of the zeros of F 
in the entire complex plane except possibly for a horizontal strip about the 
origin, of known width. In many cases this width is small. Stronger results 
are given for the comparison function H(z) = a,xPe-” + bq,+. Also presented 
is a simple graphical procedure for locating all zeros of H. Since these are 
asymptotically equal to the zeros of F, they may serve as zero-order approxi- 
mations in iteration processes. 
By the reflection principle we can restrict ourselves to the open upper half- 
plane U. We assume that c = Q - p > 0 (the case c < 0 reduces to this on 
setting x’ = - 2). 
The nonzero roots of H(z) = 0 are the same as those of 
de-z-+iE* + xc = 0 (c 2 0) (3) 
where deialr = a,/bq (a = 0 or 1). When c = 0, the zeros of H in U are 
z=Lnd+(2m+l +cx)& (m = 0, 1, 2, . ..). (4) 
To investigate the zeros when c > 0, we use y  and 0 as parameters. Every 
point in U can be written 
z = y  csc Me where O<Y and o<e+-. (5) 
Thus x = y  cot 8, Y  = y  csc 8, z = y  cot B + iy. One uses (3) to establish 
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LEMMA 1. When c > 0, a number x in U satisfies (3) if and only if. 
For some integer m 3 0, 
YEJ?n -(CLrn,L) (6) 
where 
A, = (2m + I + a) 77 and p,n = max (0, Am - ~77). (7) 
d := g,,(y) where 
g,(Y) = y” cscc (CL - r/c> exp {Y cot (h - Y)/c} 
0 = (A, - y)/c. (8) 
The function g, increases with y  on its domain I,; g,,&, - 0) -= + co; 
g,(pm + 0) = 0 if h, # err and = ccc-C ;f h, = err. 
Set k, = [(c - 2a)/4], ?lk, = 0, and qk = (2k + 01 - c/2) n for integers 
k > k, . Then Q > 0 if and only if k > k, . Moreover, U is the union of 
the disjoint horizontal strips 
T k: -a3<x<+m, Y E Jk = CB~ , s+J for k 2 4 . 
LEMMA 2. Let c > 0. All zeros of H in Tk for k 3 k, may be obtained as 
follows: take the intersections of the horizontal line w = d with all curves 
w = Z,(Y) for 
m>O and k - (c + 2)/4 < m < k + (c + 2)/4. (9) 
Those abscissae of intersections lying in JI, are the imaginary parts of the zeros; 
corresponding angles are given by (8). 
PROOF. For a zero of H in Tk , y  must satisfy (6) (7) and must lie in 
Jk . We need consider only solutions of (7) corresponding to values of m for 
which JkZ, is nonempty. This means rlk < A, and pm < ~+r , which yields 
(9) and the lemma. 
THEOREM 1. When c < 2, the zeros of H in U are distributed as follows: 
there is exactly one zero in every T, for k > 1 and also in T,, unless d G (c/e) 
and c = cy + 1, in which case there is no zero in T,, . 
PROOF. The result for c = 0 follows from (4). When c = 1 or 2, (9) be- 
comes m = k > 0. Obviously, Ik c Jk for k > 0 so that IEJk = I, When 
k > 1, the curve w = gk(y) increases from 0 to co on Ik and intersects any 
horizontal line w = d exactly once in Ik . When k = 0, the same is true 
unless c = 1 + OL, when the curve increases from (c/e)” to + co. 
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Preparatory to considering the case c > 3, we prove two lemmas which 
describe the properties of the curves w = g,&) and the relative magnitudes 
of the endpoints g,(v& and gm(yk+J. 
LEMMA 3. When c 3 3, let c = 3 + 4y + 6 where y  is an integer and 
6 = 0, 1, 2 OY 3. Then k, = y  or y + 1. For k > k, there are 2y + 3 values 
of m satisfying (9) : k - y  - 1 < m < k + y  + 1. The curves w = gk+n(y) 
increase monotonely on JlcIk+,, from A,, to An--l,lc+l where 
A,, = gk+,h) for - Y - 1 < n < Y, A,+,,, = 0, A-,-,,, = + ~0. 
Here 
J&n = X for -r<n<r, J&-y--l = h , L,-,I, 
and 
J&+y+l = &+?+I 9 rl,+,l. 
PROOF. From the definition k, = y or y + 1. Substituting for c in (9) 
yields m 3 0 and k - y - 2 < m < k + y + 2. When k > k, , 
O<k-y-lsothatk-y-l<m<k+y+l. 
Now pkfn < Q when - y - 1 < n < y so that Q is an interior point of 
I k+n and A,, = gk+JT,) is defined and finite. Also, h,,,,, - CT 3 vlc > 0, 
h k+n > yr+l for - y  < n < y  + 1, and rllc+l 3 X,-,-r . In each case, then, 
J&n is the interval given in the lemma. 
For - y < n < y, w = gb+,(y) increases from A,, to 
gk+n(rlk+l) = &n-l,+ck+lk?k+l) = An--l,le+1 * 
Lemma 1 covers the other cases. 
LEMMA 4. For 
c>3 and k 3 k, = [(c cot 7r/c)/(27r) + c/4 - a/2] + 1, 
A n.k+l < An, < An--l.k+l < An-1.k (1 d n < Y) WY 
An, < &,k+l < An--l.k < An-,,,+1 (-rGn<-1) (11) 
A,,,,, < Aok < A-l,k < A-l.k+l . (12) 
As k -+ co the sequence {Ank} 1 0 for 0 < n < y  and {A+} t + 00 for 
--y--l <n<-I. 
PROOF. It is easy to show that k, > k, . When k > k, , vk > c cot r/c. 
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Let 
V(y, 6)) = (y csc tly exp (y cot 0) 
for y  > 0 and 0 < 0 < n. ‘Then 
v* < 0 and VW > 0 (0 < e < r/2) 
If8 < 0 if y  > c/2 and V, < 0 if y  > - c tan 8 (r/2 < 0 < n). 
When -y-l<n<y, 
(13) 
4Lk = g,+n(rlk) = V(rlk 9 &L) 
where 0, = 7rj2 -+ (2n + 1) rrTT/c is independent of k. When 0 < n < y, 
7r/2 < 8, < rr’; since k > k, , Q > c cot n/c > - c tan 0, and also qlc > c/2. 
BY (13) -4k is a decreasing function of n and of k and this fact, 
together with Lemma 3, yields (10) and the first inequality of (12). When 
- y  - 1 < n < - 1, 0 < 0, < n/2 whence A,, is an increasing function 
of k. From this follow the first and third inequalities of (11) and the last part 
of (12). 
Set S(h) = T/(qk + h, 0,-i + h/c). Then J’(h) = V, + V& < 0 on 
[0,2n] so that 5(O) = An-l.k > S(27r) = A12,L+1 . This is the middle inequal- 
ity of (11). Finally, the definition of A,, yields the rest of (12). 
The monotonicity of {Ank) in k follows from the above. 
THEOREM 2. When c 3 3, the zeros of H are distributed in the half-plane 
(y > Q) as follows: in each Tk with k 3 k, there is at most one zero if 
0 -=c d < Aok,, exactly one zero z~A,,~ < d < A-,,,1 , either one or two zeros if 
A+ < d. 
PROOF. I f  0 < d < Aok, , then d < ApISI, for all k 3 k, by (12). I f  
A s,k+l < d < A,, for some 0 < n < y, then w = d does not intersect any 
curve w =gna(y) in Jlc by Lemmas 3 and 4. Otherwise w = d intersects pre- 
cisely one of the curves w = gk+,(y) for 0 < n < y  f  1. Then apply 
Lemma 2. 
If  A Ok1 < d < A--l,kl 3 then Aok d d < A-,,, for all k > k, . The line 
w = d crosses the single curve w = gk(y) exactly once in Jlc . 
I f  A- rskl < d, then A,, < d for all k > k, . I f  A,, < d < An,k+l for some 
- r-l<n<-1, the line w = d intersects w = glc+Jy) and 
w = gk+n+lb) in Jk . 0 t h erwise w = d intersects one curve w = gk+&) for 
-y-l<n<O. 
The following important result is a consequence of Theorem 2 and the 
last part of Lemma 4: 
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THEOREM 3. For c > 3 there is exactly one zero of H in each strip Tk with 
k 3 k, , corresponding to the intersection of w = d with the curve w = gk(y). 
The integer k, is calculated as the smallest integer > k, such that 
Theorem 2 can be improved for the special case y  = 0: 
THEOREM 4. Let c = 3,4, 5, or 6. There is exactly one zero of H in every 
TI, for k 3 k, except that in TkzPl there is no zero if d < A,,1 or there are two 
zeros if d 3 A--l,k, . 
PROOF. Since y  = 0, k, = 0 or 1 and there are three curves in every 
Jlc for k>l: w=g,+,(y) for n--1,0,+1. If  O<d<Aokl, there 
exists a smallest integer k’ > k, such that A,,,, < d < A,,kS--l . By Lemma 4 
one shows that k’ is the k, of Theorem 3. By the first part of the proof of 
Theorem 2 there is no intersection in JlcSel . For k, < k < k, - 1, 
d < Ao,k,-I G Ao,k+l so that w = d intersects w = g,+,(y) exactly once in Jk . 
I f  AmI < d < A-w1 > take k, = k, and apply Theorem 3. 
For A- l,kl < d, there exists k’ > k, such that ~4-,,,,-, < d < A-,,,, . 
The rest of the proof parallels that of the first case, where now w = d inter- 
sects w = g,(y) or w = gkP1(y). 
Next it will be proved that F and H have the same number of zeros in 
certain strips TI, . For this purpose we define the following constants: 
A = (Cy:i 1 ai I)/] a, 1 if p > 1, A = 0 if p = 0; B = (Cz:i ) b, ])/I b, 1 if 
p>l,B-Oifq=O.WecanassumethatA+B#O;forifA=B=O, 
then F(z) = H(z) and there is nothing to prove. Set 
v(y, 0) = V(y, 0)/d = rcex/d (x = y  cot 8, r = y  csc 0). (14) 
Define the following contour Tkd for every k > k,: choose an angle /3 so that 
0 < p < lfT/2, c tan /? < qk, (2A + 3B) sin /3 < Tk ) +?k 9 fi) > & 
~(7~ , r - p) < Q. For c > 2 further restrict fl so that 0 < /3 < n/2 - 3~/(4c). 
For any 4 with 0 < C$ < j? let Tkd be the trapezoidal contour having sides: 
Y=rlk,~~e~rr--;e=~,rk~Ydrlk+l;Y=rlk+l,~~e~rr-~; 
e=n-6~kbyd~k+l. 
LEMMA 5. If, for agiven k > k, and all 0 <$ < /3, 
?->I and r”p > 1 (15) 
Lp = (I + v2 + 2v cos ccc + y  - oLn)) (A + B~)-~I 
on the contour Tkd , then F and H have the same number of zeros in Tk . 
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PROOF. H(Z) has a definite number N of zeros in T, by Lemma 2 and (4). 
As ++ 0, the interior of Tko approaches the interior of T, so that the number 
of zeros NQ of H inside T,$ --f 13’. 
I f  I H(z) I > 1 F(x) - H(z) I on Tkd, then H cannot vanish on T,, and by 
Rouche’s theorem F will have N, zeros inside Tk+ . Hence, F has N zeros 
inside T, 
From the definitions 1 H(z) I2 = ap2rz*e-2Z(A -$- Bv)~~ and, when Y 3 1, 
I F(z) - H(z) 1 < I a, I rpple-“(A + Bv). H ence, (15) implies the necessary 
inequality. 
LEMMA 6. Inequality (IS) holds on the portions of TkQ satisfying+ < 0 < ,6 
and n - /3 < 0 < v  - 4 when Q > c/2 and all 0 < + < p. 
PROOF. Since Q > 1 for k > k, , r > 1 on TkQ . 
For C$ < 0 < /3, $y, 8) > ~(7~ , /3) > -$ by (13) and the definition of p. 
Set w = (V - l)/(A + Bv); then w > 0 and dw2/dv > 0. Inequality (15) 
follows since r2p > r2wz > (Q csc /3)2/(2A + 3B)2 > 1. 
Let TT - j? < 8 < T - 4. From the choice of /I, 
and so 
by (13). Hence, w < 0 and dw2/dv < 0 which yields 
r2p 3 (Q csc /9”/(2A + B)2 > 1. 
LEMMA 7. Let 0 < s < 1. Then p > (1 ~ ?)/(A2 + 2sAB + B2) for 
A $- B # 0, cos 4&r/2) > - s and y  = Q > 0. 
PROOF. When y  = Q, cos (CO + y  ~ an) = cos c(&/2) > - s. Then 
p > wi E (1 + v2 - 2sv)/(A + Bv)~ and wi has the indicated minimum. 
THEOREM 5. When c = 0 OY 1, F has exactly one zero in every horizontal 
strip Tk for k > k, where k, is the smallest integer for which 
qk > max (1, c(A2 + Ba)l12, (1 - c) A, (1 - c) B). 
PROOF. Let A + B # 0. Since Q, > 1 > c/2, Lemma 6 holds for 
k>k,.When~,(O,(rr-~andy=~,or~lk+l, 
cos (CO + y  - a,) = cos c(0 - 42). 
I f  c = 0, cos ~(0 - n/2) = 1 and 
~(1 + v) - (A + Bv) = (Y - A) + v(r - B) > (Q - A) + V(Q - B) > 0 
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so that (15) holds. If  c = 1, cos c(e - n/2) > 0 since 0 < 0 < r. Lemma 7 
with s = 0 yields y2p 2 rlk2/(A2 + B2) > 1 and (15) follows. By Theorem 1, 
H has one zero in every Tk for K > c(l - a). But k, > c(l - a) whence the 
theorem results from Lemma 5. 
The theorem is also true when A = B = 0 by Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY. I f  P(X) UtZd~( z are of the same degree p 3 1, and ;f A < 1 ) 
and B < 1, then F has exactly one zero in every strip Tk for k > 1 - 01. 
THEOREM 6. When c 3 2, F has exactly one zero in every strip Tk for 
k 2 k, where k, is the smallest integer k such that 
vie > max (2, c cot W, 2A + B, A + 2B) where w = 37r/(4c), (16) 
2~~~ exp (- Q tan w) secC w < d < {vkc exp (qk tan W) sect w)/2. (17) 
PROOF. Let k 3 k, . Assume that A + B # 0. Since vk, > 42, Lemma 6 
applies. Furthermore, r > 1. When z-/2 - w < 0 < p/2 + w and y  = Q 
or ~+i , cos ~(0 - 7r/2) 3 - 2-l12; by Lemma 7, 
r”p 3 r)k2/{2(A2 + 21’2 AR + B2)} > 7k2/{(2A + B) (A + 2B)) > 1 
by (16). This establishes (15). Now consider j3 < 0 < n/2 - w, y  = Q or 
vr+i . It follows from (13) and (17) that v(y, 0) 3 v(vk ,42 - W) > 2. I f  we 
set w = (v - l)/(A + Bv), then dw2/dv > 0 for v  > 1 and consequently 
r2p > r2w2 > (rlrc/(A + 2B))2. This, together with (16), gives (15). Finally, let 
7rr/2+~<B<~-/3,y=~~or77~+~.Theny>~.>ccotw>-cttan8. 
On applying (13) and (17), we have v(y,e) < v(qk , a/2 + w) < &, which 
means that w < 0 and dw2/dv < 0. But then y2p 3 r2w2 3 (Q/(~A + B))2 
so that (15) holds. 
The above establishes (15) on Tks . When c = 2, k, > k, so that Th. 1 
holds. When c > 3, vk4 > c cot rr/c and k, > k, . Since ve < 0, 
&c/d = V(Q ,742 + r/c) < v(rlk, 42 + w) < 8 < 2 < +I,, 42 - w) 
< v(~rc , rr/2 - T/C) = A-,,,/d. 
Therefore, k, > k, and Theorem 3 holds. Hence, H has one zero in T, for 
k 3 k, . The theorem follows by Lemma 5. 
The last paragraph, and thus the theorem, remains valid when A = B = 0. 
COROLLARY. If c = 3, A < 1, B < 1, then F has exactly one zero in Tk 
fw k > k, , the smallest integer such that 
-qlc > max (3, d1/3) and 25/2 qk3 exp (- rlk) < d. 
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REMARK. The computational procedure is as follows: for given c 2% 2, 
OL, A, B find the smallest integer R’ satisfying (16). Evaluate L,>. and K,; , 
the left and right members of (17), successively for k =: h’, k’ -1. 1, ... until 
L, < d < R, . This must happen eventually due to the monotonic behavior 
of L, and R, . The integer so obtained is k, 
To illustrate the above results, Table I was computed for LY. = 0, A -< 1, 
B < 1. It gives k, for any d between L and R. 
TABLE I 
I 
c L R k, ’ c L R k, 
2 1.5 x lo-’ 2.0 x 10” 2 4 2.4 Y 10 1.1 x 108 3 
3 1.1 1.7 x 106 2 ~ 
3 1.2 x 10-S 5.5 x 109 3 I 
4 1.8 3.8 x 1O’O 4 
6 4.6 x 10-Z 1.1 x 1024 13 
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